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Type: Tool

Proper Citation
Cerebral Blood Flow Database and Analysis Pipeline (RRID:SCR_009454)

Resource Information

URL: http://www.nitrc.org/projects/cbfdap/

Proper Citation: Cerebral Blood Flow Database and Analysis Pipeline (RRID:SCR_009454)

Description: A web enabled data and workflow management system extended from the HID codebase on NITRC specialized for Arterial Spin Labeling data management and analysis (including group analysis) in a centralized manner.

Resource Type: Resource, software resource

Keywords: magnetic resonance

Parent Organization: University of California at San Diego; California; USA

Related resources: CBFBIRN

Availability: BIRN License

Website Status: Last checked up

Abbreviations: CBFDAP

Resource Name: Cerebral Blood Flow Database and Analysis Pipeline

Resource ID: SCR_009454

Alternate IDs: nlx_155599

Ratings and Alerts
No rating or validation information has been found for Cerebral Blood Flow Database and Analysis Pipeline.

No alerts have been found for Cerebral Blood Flow Database and Analysis Pipeline.

---

**Data and Source Information**

**Source:** SciCrunch Registry

**Usage and Citation Metrics**

We found 2 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [FDI Lab - SciCrunch Infrastructure](http://www.fdiclinic.org).
